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Abstract
In this paper we consider how multidimensional clustering can be complemented by
interactive visualization. We propose a link between geovisualization and data mining
systems for supporting an iterative analysis cycle, including data pre-processing and visual
exploration, automatic detection of clusters in multidimensional space of user-selected
attributes, and visual analysis of cluster analysis results.

INTRODUCTION
CommonGIS (Andrienko et al., 2003) (formerly DESCARTES, Andrienko and Andrienko,
1999) is a system for visual analysis of spatially referenced data. CommonGIS is unique as
a combination of well-integrated instruments, which can complement and enhance each
other thus allowing sophisticated analyses. The system includes a variety of methods for
cartographic visualisation, non-spatial graphs, tools for querying, search, classification, and
computation-enhanced visual techniques. A common feature of all the tools is their high
user interactivity, which is essential for exploratory data analysis (EDA).

Although our primary focus is visual data analysis supported by graphical and
cartographical data displays, we realise that analytical capabilities of humans are very
limited in terms of the volume of data that can be analysed and the complexity of the
relevant information that may be hidden in the data. Thus, increasing the number of objects
leads to heavy cluttering and overlapping of graphical symbols on maps and graphs. On a
map, the objects may appear so small that they are hardly visible. Zooming does not
completely solve the problem because it prevents the overall view on a territory. Redrawing
of maps and graphs containing multitudes of objects is rather slow, which makes the
displays less dynamic and less reactive to user’s actions.

Visual analysis becomes especially problematic with increasing the number of attributes. It
is unpractical to visualise and explore them one by one for detecting interesting
distributional features. It is also practically impossible to test all combinations of the
attributes for revealing relationships between them.

For analysis of large data sets with great number of objects and/or attributes, visual tools
need to be complemented by appropriate computational facilities. Data mining (Witten and
Frank, 1999) is a suitable apparatus for such purposes. Data mining is defined as the non-
trivial process of identifying valid, novel, potentially useful, and understandable patterns in
data, in particular, in very large datasets. While in exploratory data analysis it is the task of
a human analyst to uncover important characteristics of data, and the role of computers is to
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facilitate this task, data mining methods are designed for the automatic extraction of
knowledge from data. From a broader perspective, data mining techniques are intended for
quite the same purposes as the conventional EDA tools based on data visualization, namely,
for acquiring useful information from data. Hence, these two groups of methods are
complementary, and one would expect a benefit from combining data mining methods with
visualisation tools.

Few years ago we investigated possibilities of linking geo-visualizations in Descartes with
data mining tools Kepler (Andrienko et al., 2001). The combined system supported the
iterative process of data pre-processing and visual analysis in Descartes (for example,
constructing qualitative attributes using classification maps on the basis of a single numeric
attribute or groups of attributes), followed by computations in Kepler (for example,
building classification trees or evaluating relevance of attributes), and visual analysis of the
data mining results on maps and statistical graphics again in Descartes.

Now we develop a link between CommonGIS (successor of Descartes) and public domain
data mining software WEKA (Witten and Frank, 1999). The link supports the iterative
process of exploratory data analysis. On the initial stage, data visualisation in CommonGIS
is used for data preview as well as for encoding spatial information in a symbolic form
suitable for data mining (e.g. in the form of classes of geographical objects). Then, data
mining techniques are applied with the aim to reveal previously unknown regularities and
relationships in the dataset, in particular, relate spatial and non-spatial characteristics of
geographical objects. The results of data mining are interpreted with the help of visual
displays of CommonGIS that provide the spatial reference to them or allow the analyst to
verify the findings. However, it is naïve to expect that just a single run of one of the
existing data mining methods will discover all important facts about data. Therefore, after
interpreting and verifying the initial data mining results, it is useful to apply other data
mining methods, or change the parameters of the previously used method, or modify the
input data passed to the method. Hence, the process of data exploration is iterative.

ANALYSIS SCENARIO
Let us consider a scenario of analysing the age structure of USA population at the county
level using interactive visual displays in combination with data mining. An analyst starts
with visualizing proportions of different age groups on multiple choropleth maps (Figure
1). He notices that the values for some age groups form spatial clusters. For example,
proportions of “18-29 years” and “30-49 years” age groups are especially high on the
south-west, while high proportions of population aged from 5 to 17 years are concentrated
closer to the centre of the country.

To make the patterns more prominent, the analyst replaces the original values by the
differences to the mean value for each age group. The results are presented in Figure 2. The
shades of brown are used to represent positive differences and the shades of blue represent
negative differences. The contrast of the brown and blue colours makes the spatial clusters
better visible.
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Figure 1: The proportions of different age groups in US population at the county level (3140 counties) are shown
using juxtaposed choropleth maps.

Figure 2: The proportions of the age groups are shown in comparison to the mean value for each age group over
all counties.

Although the visualization of transformed data exposed interesting spatial patterns in value
distribution of each individual age group, it is difficult to integrate this information into an
overall picture of the variation of age structure over the country. Therefore the analyst
decides to apply one of the methods for multidimensional clustering - SimpleKmeans –
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available in the WEKA system. After selecting the attributes to be taken into account and
the desired number of clusters (Figure 3), WEKA produces three clusters, which are
immediately visualized in CommonGIS (Figure 4).

Figure 3: The user interface for choosing attributes and setting parameters for cluster analysis.

Figure 4: Area colouring shows the results of division of the counties into 3 clusters according to the proportions
of different age groups in their population.

To investigate the characteristics of the resulting clusters, the analyst requests the system to
build a panel with value frequency histograms for the source attributes. Then he uses the
“broadcast classification” tool of CommonGIS to make the clusters represented on the
histograms. This is done by means of dividing the bars into coloured segments with the
lengths proportional to the number of counties belonging to the corresponding clusters
(Figure 5). One can see that class 1 (red) is characterized by high proportion of old
population (AGE_65_UP %), while classes 2 (yellow) and 3 (blue) are mostly
distinguished according to values of the attributes AGE_5_17 % and AGE_30_49 %. Class
3 can be characterised as having unusually high proportions of children while class 2
consists of the counties with higher proportions of middle-age population.
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Figure 5: Profiles of the clusters are shown on histograms.

For a more comprehensive analysis, the analyst wishes to compare the results of clustering
into 3 classes with that into 4 classes. Figure 6 represents the results of division into 4
clusters made by the same SimpleKmeans method. It can be seen that the fourth cluster
contains only 171 counties (about 5 % of the total number of counties), while numbers of
counties in classes 1, 2, and 3 have not significantly changed except for a small decrease of
the number of class 1 members and some increase in class 2. It is interesting that a spatial
cluster of counties belonging to class 2 (yellow) has appeared on the north-west of the
continental part of the USA (not including Alaska). With the division into 3 classes, this
area was more “patchy”: counties from classes 1 and 2 were mixed (see Figure 4)

Figure 6: Results of division into 4 clusters.

A cross-classification map (Figure 7) allows the analyst to see which counties have moved
to another class in the result of division into 4 clusters. Here the red, yellow, and blue
colours are used for painting the counties that had not change their class. All transitions
between classes are depicted in colours obtained by mixing the original class colours. The
map legend (Figure 7, left) and the bar chart (right) provide the statistics of the transitions.
One can see that the 4th class is formed mostly by 164 counties that belonged formerly to
class 2. Other major exchanges between classes include “class 1” -> “class 2” (266
counties) and “class 3” -> “class 2” (149 counties).
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Figure 7: A cross-classification maps supports comparison of results of two runs of the clustering algorithm with
different input parameters.

To understand the meaning of the new classes, the analyst projects them on the same
histograms as were used before. The result is shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8: The results of division into 4 classes are projected on histograms.

It may be seen from the histograms that the new class 4 (green) is characterised by low
proportions of the age groups 50-64 years and 65 and more years and high proportions of
people from 18 to 29 years. The observation of the characteristics of the other classes is
consistent with that made after the first run of the clustering method: the counties of class 1
(red) tend to be “older” than others, class 2 (yellow) is “middle-aged”, and class 3 (blue)
consists of counties with high proportions of children. It seems that the clustering algorithm
has raised the “age threshold” for assigning counties to class 1, and this accounts for the
movement of some counties from class 1 to class 2.
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CONCLUSIONS
From the given example scenario one can see that the computation power of data mining
methods is a valuable complement to visual techniques of data analysis, and vice versa,
interactive and dynamic visualization is an effective analytical instrument that can
significantly help in interpretation of data mining results. The research on synergistic use of
visual and computational analysis methods is very promising and worth continuation. In the
nearest future we are going to experiment with linking the visual tools of CommonGIS to
other data mining methods.
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